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1. INTRODUCTION
Air tem perature bias in weathe r statio ns is
caused not only by m icroclim ate factors such as
solar radiation, ambient wind speed, and solar
reflec tivity of ground surface but it is also influenced
by the m eas urem ent device and tem pera ture
sensing elements. Therefore, it is relatively
complicated system and often lack of a quantitative
und erstanding. As fuzzy theory is developed, the
research on fuzzy modeling, which describes a real
system very su cce ssfully with its nonlinear pro perty,
is conducted actively (Bezdek, 1992). In general,
fuzzy m ode ls provide advantages of excellent
capability to describe a given system and intuitive
persuasion toward human operators over linear
m odels. Recently, researche rs have us ed the fuzzy
modeling to m ode l com plicate d bi ological
engineering and c ontrol systems (R oss, 1995 ).
The purpos e of th is pap er is to p resent a
fuzzy rule-based m etho d to describe air tem perature
bias in weather stations. The fuzzy mode l uses
qualitative relationships to describe the effects of the
solar radiation, wind speed, ground surface albedo,
solar time, and weather condition am ong com m only
used air temperature monitoring systems including
ASOS, MMTS, Gill, CRS, ASP-ES, and NON-ASPES tem perature shields (Hub bard and L in, 2002).
T he models of air temperature bias is a
function of solar radiation and ambient wind speed
when the air temperature is employed in the station
(Lin et al., 2001, Hubbard and Lin, 2002). The
following sta tistic al m odel was developed by
Hubb ard and Lin (2002) to rem ove the air
tem perature bias (Y) from one air temp erature
monitoring system to another by considering the
contribution of air temperature bias from solar
radiation an d am bient wind s pee d.
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where the ", $, *, and , represe nts c oefficients to
be determined by the nonlinear regression for each
specific air temperature system , W S the ambient
wind speed, and SR the am bient solar radiation.
Each specific coefficients are given in Hubbard and
Lin (2002).
This paper presents a study which
examines the approach of using fuzzy modeling
theory to model air te m perature bias am ong all
comm only used air temperature systems.
2. METHODS
Many stu dies desc ribe the con cep ts of fu zzy
sets and fuzzy logic as well as their applications for
modeling techniques (Ross, 1995). A g enerally
system atic approach using the following steps was
employed for developing the fuzzy m odel fo r air
tem perature bias in this stud y.
Describe the air temperature bias and
identify the components to be modeled.
Determine ranges of all input and output
variables.
Bu ild mem bership functions within the
universe of discourse for all input and output
variables.
Develop fuzzy inference structure (FIS)
containing qualitative relationship (IF/THEN rules)
among system variables.
Sim ulate the fuzzy m ode l and c om pare its
output to the outputs from one reference air
tem perature system (e.g. R. M. Young aspirated air
tem perature system ).
Validate the fuzzy model by using new data
or conditions rather than the training data.
All air temperature data were taken from the
m eas urem ents with 10 seconds sampling rates and
5 m inutes average outpu ts. The term air
temperature bias for each conventional system
(ASOS, ASP-ES, MMTS, Gill, CRS, and NON-ES)
in this paper is defined as the differen ce re lative to
the R. M. Young aspirated sensor system. The
experiment data were tak en from April, 2000 to
March, 2002 at th e H orticu lture Experim ent Site in

Ta ble 1 . Simulation input and output variables (only MMT S system as an exam ple)

Ta ble 2 . Mea sures of m odeling fitting [statistical m odel represents the m odel in Hubbard a nd Lin (2002)]

the University of Nebraska. Input variables included
the solar tim e, global solar radiation, ambient wind
speed, and weather clear index. And outpu t variable
was air temperature bias corresponding to each air
tem perature monitoring system (See Hubbard and
Lin 2002) relative to the reference air temperature
m onitoring system. Table 1 shows our simulation
input and output variables in the system. The
different combination of input variables were tested
in our sim ulations.
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Com pared to the statistic al m odel developed
by Hubb ard and Lin (20 02), prelim inary results in this
study indicate a clear possibility of mod elin g air
tem perature bias for weather station applications
(T able 2). The m easures of modeling fitting including
D-index, R squa re, MS E, R MSE, MAE, SSE, Slop,
and Intercept are illustrated in Table 2 for the MMTS
system. This preliminary results provided us one
potential m eans to furthe r stud y on the rem oval of air
temperature bias for each sp ecific air tem perature
sys tem especially for the system with a nonaspirated radiation shield. It also provide us a
method for transferring air temperature data from
one system to another system for both his torical
wea ther d ata and c urrent we athe r data .
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